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Abstract

This paper explains how Islamic work ethics influence on job satisfaction as well as organization commitment on Pakistani agriculture sector. Good organization develops some ethics so that employees will understand their duties and responsibilities. In Islam, ethics is very key component and historically proved also. Islamic work ethics has a positive influence on both job satisfaction as well as organization commitment. For those who want to research more on this topic for them limitations and suggestions also discussed at the end of the paper.
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Introduction

As business become more globalized and organization are facing many problems. Ethics is one of them that effect on organization performance, profit and losses and sometimes effect on survival of organization. There are so many firms are our surrounding’s that face unethical issues and due to this problem public perception effect .firm face too much loss and some organization lead to bankruptcy. We have so many examples in Western and Pakistani corporations that effected (e.g., Enron, PIA, Pakistan Railway and PTCL etc.).

When corporations failed then researcher research on it and find some facts. Such kind of companies gained a lot of interest of the research companies. Scholars are finding a theory that is based upon Max weber theory. The weber school of thought focus on work ethics. Cherrington (1995) said that weber theory contains many elements like hard work, long work with no free time orientation of employees and wise investment.

Rakhman (2010) criticized the weber theory and he said that this model is only effective for western culture and not implement and work in Islamic culture. After this organization are more concerned for finding new ethics that work effectively and in desired way.

Previous researches concluded that work ethics is closely related with job satisfaction and organization commitment conducted by different scholars (vitell& Davis, Yousaf 2001 etc.). The Islamic republic of Pakistan is on important strategic location. According to (Norton, Alston 1995) every country set some sort of goals and they put effort for achieving them similarly Pakistan have also three major goals. (1) Efficiency (2) Equity (3) Security.

As everybody know agriculture is important for country because agriculture contribution in GDP and GDP lead to success as well as failure. According to economic survey of Pakistan 2012-13 agriculture sector is contributing 21% in GDP and generate 45% employment for the people of Pakistan. 60% rural population depend upon this sector. Agriculture has vital role in food, generating employment and reducing poverty. But few years ago it contribute 26% in GDP and now 21% because of low investment and unethical issues. Ethics play a vital role in development of sector and if some sector face unethical issues then it will impact negative on organization performance. Baker (2005) we need to understand what is legal and what is illegal. Who respect to whom who earned more money whether they earn illegal way.so it’s important for us to focus on human resources and ethics code.

Previous researches were conducted on western culture and in other Muslim country with limited size and sector. But there are few studies were conducted on Islamic work ethics but no study on agriculture sector so that’s why we identified a gap in Islamic work ethics. Previous researches were focus on banking sector and they suggest us in their limitations to research on different sector so that’s why we have selected agriculture sector. We therefore look at effects of Islamic work ethics on job satisfaction and organization commitment keeping in mind that it is very important topic.

Literature Review

Business are going to more globalized and less trade barriers or removal of trade barriers put some sort of interest in the topic of ethics behaviour.(Jones,1991).

According to Morf (1999) ethics is a process that individual should focus while making his/her decision so society get better outcomes. According to Mahdavi (2003), ethics is profound function of making behaviour of individual. According to Beekun (1997), ethics is a process that tell us what kind of thing we have to do and
from what kind of things we should keep for away.

In 2008, Rizk said that Islamic work ethics is essential component for every company and employees and staff can get virtue through Islamic work codes. Islam also tell us that follow the ethical values in every prospectus of life so you will become successful. According to Rizk Islamic work ethics actually based on Quran and life of Prophet Muhammad (PBUH).

Quran tell us that do your work with full faith and don’t do laziness and don’t waste your time (Ali, 2007; Yousaf 2000).accroding to Hayaati (2007), Islamic ethics is actually good behaviour, good action and thinking.mostly researchers believe on this concept that Islamic work ethics is doing the right work on time with full faith and good thinking society and other people get benefit and respect other people also.

According to Rashid (2005) in Islam if we explain ethics in one sentence than we can say ethics is offshoot of Eman, and you all will be agree if we say that in Islam ethics is Akhlak. This Akhlak was implemented by Prophet P.B.U.H in their life (McGee 2012).We can also say that ethics in Islam is Khayr, qist, adal, haqq and taqwa. Quran Majeed also describe the importance of Islamic ethics several times so as a Muslim we should learn from our Quran Majeed and implement those ethics that are discussed so successful life and keep away from those that are not important for us as well as they effect on society. In Quran Majeed it is clearly mentioned that “Those who trust on Allah and they do good as Allah says then they are best of creatures” (Quran 29:7)

Muslim scholar understand the importance of Islamic work ethics and then they started working on it through research and they all were agreed that Islamic ethics is beneficial for every human.Ali & Al Owaihan (2008), criticize the weber theory that focus on wages, quality of work, monopoly, greed etc. And they stated that in Islam work is integral key of human life. According to Arslan (2000&2001) he also refuse the weber theory because he compares two different countries in one research and get amazing results .countries include united kingdom and Turkey they were using protestant work ethics .the results of Arslan research indicate that weber theory cannot be implemented on all the countries. It is totally fail in religious point of view then every scholar were working to find something new. After this Muslim scholar give their theory about Islamic work ethics that is acceptable by every countries and now they all are using Islamic code in their organization and they all are successful.

Theoretical Framework

Islamic Work Ethics and Job Satisfaction

We have so much literature on job satisfaction since 1930.today Job satisfaction is most common variables in business and researches not only in western countries but also in country like Pakistan such as Sadozi, Zaman, Marri & Ramay (2012), Riaz&Ramay(2010).

Through job satisfaction we can determine different things like attitudes (Lcoke,19760), feelings(Arches19991) and job itself(French,1982 and Vardi 1984).in 2001 rose suggest that we can explain job satisfaction through two different dimension one is intrinsic and second one is extrinsic satisfaction. Similarly different people focus on qualitative aspect of job satisfaction like responsibility, autonomy and supervision etc. Some people focus on quantitative aspect of job like working hours, safety and bonuses etc.

Job satisfaction impact positively on individual as well as organization performance and vice versa(spector,1997).If job satisfaction is higher than job turnover ratio is low(boles,Johnston&hair,19997).in 2000,Yousef said that if we want to determine the factors that reduce satisfaction level we should understand first relationships between job satisfaction and Islamic work ethics. According to previous results of researches job satisfaction is close relationship with work ethics (Despande, 1996; koh and Boo, 2001; Yousef, 2001).on our observation we draw hypothesis
H1. Islamic Work Ethics will increase job satisfaction.

Islamic Work Ethics and Organizational Commitment

Work ethics and organization commitment are closely link with each other and receive a lot of attention (Yousef, 2001). Work ethics encourages employees to work hard. According to Allen and Mayer (1990) through organizational commitment employees attaches to an organization. Organization commitment is the relationships between employees and employing organizations, Maahdavi (2001). According to (Boon & Arumugam, 2006), for achieving organization commitment employer help their employees and give them value. If organization support well than employee stay more with organization. Based on the observations we can draw a hypothesis.

H2. Islamic Work Ethics will increase organizational commitment.

Job Satisfaction and Organizational Commitment

Job satisfaction and organization commitment extensively researched due to impact on organization function (Angel & Perry; 1981; Dewar & Werbel, 1979; Farkas & Tetrick, 1989 Wiener, 1982; Williams and Hazer, 1986). these two variables also impact on employee turnover, performance so these are vital concepts that cannot be over. According to different result mostly professions found a positive relationship between them (Almeer 1995; Knoop, 1995; Smith, 1996; Al-Aameri, 2000). According to Feinstein & Vondrasek (2001), satisfaction level would determine the commitment of organization. Different researches were conducted on this topic in western culture and Zafar (2006) in Pakistan was also research on topic of organization commitment according to him personal characteristics, job satisfaction and organization justice were significantly related to organization commitment of the university teachers. According to the result of Bashir & Ramay (2008), career opportunities and work life policies in IT professionals are correlated with organizational commitment, but job characteristics do not determine their organizational commitment. According to Bashir (2008), career opportunities and work life policies are correlated with organizational commitment, and job characteristics do not determine their organizational commitment. Based on the observations we can draw a hypothesis.

H3. There is a relationship between job satisfaction and organizational commitment.

Conclusion

This study examines the relationships between the Islamic work ethic and both organizational commitment and job satisfaction. It also explores the moderating effects of the Islamic work ethic on the relationships of organizational commitment and job satisfaction, and that of national culture (nationality) on the relationship between the Islamic work ethic and both job satisfaction and organizational commitment. We obtained evidence that the Islamic work ethic directly affects both organizational commitment and job satisfaction, and that it moderates the relationship of organizational commitment and job satisfaction. The results also show that national culture does not moderate the relationship between the Islamic work ethic and both job satisfaction and organizational commitment. Furthermore, it was found that support of the Islamic work ethic increases with increase in age, education level and work experience.
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